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Sound Advice
Your guide to the pleasure of home entertainment

When to upgrade your system
JONATHAN VAN STADEN
QUESTION: HOW CAN I HAVE DIFFERENT MUSIC IN EVERY ROOM?
GARAGE DOORS • SECTIONAL
ANSWER: The most important word in the question is the word “different”. The reason is that if
SHOULD it stay or should it go?
• WOODEN, STEEL • DOOR AUTOMATION
you want different music in six rooms you will need six separate sources such as iPods or CD
• DOOR REPAIRS AND SERVICE REMOTES
Should I keep it or throw it away?
• ENTRANCE DOORS • INTERIOR DOORS
players and six amplifiers. If they are all put in one place then you will have to keep going there
That question comes up often in the
• DOOR HANDLES • ARCHITRAVES • DOOR
to adjust the volume or change the song. The solution is to have a home automation system installed
realm of home entertainment. Video
FRAMES • PIVOT DOORS • SLIDING SECURITY
80 CHIEF ALBERT LUTHULI STREET
that
allows
you
to
control
all
you
need
from
each
room
with
a
remote
or
keypad.
These
systems
machines, tape recorders and TVs
GATES
(COMMERCIAL ROAD)
also have multiplechannel amplifiers. Another way to tackle this challenge is to have a separate
TEL/FAX: 033 342 1083 OR 083 341 0959
are some of the items that fall into that
e-mail: classicdoors@executivemail.co.za
sound system for each room. If you can live with the same sound playing then a single channel
zone of uncertainty.
amplifier with electronic volume controls in each room will do the job.
Let’s start with the reason why this
• Your questions are welcome. Please send them to tabloid@witness.co.za and Jonathan van Staden
situation develops. For one, technolofrom Acoustic Interiors will answer them with the technology guidance to suit your lifestyle.
gy moves on. The video tape has been
replaced by the DVD, the audio cassette by flash memory and the TV by
the plasma or LCD flat screen.
tually some equipment will need to be the sensation of “being there”. Any
The record started being replaced replaced, especially when the repair good audio or video installer will be
by the CD from the early eighties. This cost is the same as buying an updated able to help you make an assessment
may have been the case for the first model. High-definition films and mu- before you send old equipment to re20 years, but there has been a return sic videos watched on similar-quality cycling. You never know, it might be
by some music enthusiasts to vinyl screens have dramatically improved a collector’s item.
records. As formats
for playing music
and video watching
become more convenient and popular, manufacturers
stop making the
previous electronics you bought and
their spares. In the
throw-away world
that we live in now
SHELVING! SHELVING!
you are also less
LAM PINE SHELVING
likely to be able to
get it repaired.
eg. 20 mm - 305 x 2,4
(Also other widths 450, 530 and 610)
Here are some
,00
ideas about what
you can do. If you
have a video maCHIPBOARD SHELVING
chine, use it to
eg. 16 mm - 305 x 1,850
record music com(Also other widths 450, 530 and 610)
pilations from your
,00
CDs or records. You
will be surprised at
WHITE MELAMINE SHELVING
how many hours of
eg. 305 x 1,850
nonstop
back(Also other widths 450, 530 and 610)
ground music you
,00
can fit onto one cassette. If you rely on
293 Jabu Ndlovu (Loop) Street, PMBurg.
a normal aerial for
Tel/Fax:033 394 1094
your TV reception,
try
routing
it
through the video
machine first as the
quality of the tuner
TEL: 033 397 9233
might be better
2 ARTHUR THOMPSON ROAD, WILLOWTON (OFF OHRTMANN RD)
than the TV.
What about old
speakers? If they
still work you can
freshen them up
CORRIDOR
MOULDED
BINDING
with some new fab40 x 60
BRUSH
65 x 110
ric covers or a coat
of paint. They can
be used for extra
sound on the patio,
in the study or a
guest room. They
can also be used as
part of a new surIRON
RESTAURANT
COIR
round speaker sysGATE
DOOR MAT
DOORMAT
tem. Old amplifiers
can be used to powFor your quote
er the additional
rooms you want
Phone Karen on
sound in or be
033 394 9677
placed in one room
or 394 6023
for separate control
MONDAY-THURSDAY: 7 am - 4.30 pm • FRIDAY: 7 am - 2 pm
SATURDAY: 7 am - 2 pm • SUNDAY AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS: 9 am - 2 pm
of that space. Even-
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LET’S MAKE IT EASY!
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